**SPECIFICATION**

1. **RATING**: 10mA 5V DC
2. **OUTPUT VOLTAGE**: 1V min at 5V DC 1mA
3. **OPERATING FORCE**:
   - 70±50gf (LEVER PORTION)
   - 200±100gf (PUSH PORTION)
4. **LIFE**: 100,000 CYCLES
PROVISIONAL

SMD REFLOW PATTERN (4/1 : ±0.05)

CODE TABLE

NOTES
1. RATINGS : DC 5V / 10mA
2. OUT PUT VOLTAGE
   : 1V MAX. @ DC 5V 1mA
3. OPERATING VOLTAGE
   LEVER PORTION : 70 ±50gf
   PUSH PORTION : 200 ±100gf
4. TRAVEL : 0.9 MIN.(PUSH PORTION)
5. OPERATING LIFE : 100K CYCLES
   (WITHOUT LOAD)
6. NON SPECIFIED DIMENSIONS
   TOLERANCE : ±0.2
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SPECIFICATION

1. RATING : 10mA 5V DC
2. OUTPUT VOLTAGE : 1V min at 5V DC 1mA
3. OPERATING FORCE :
   70±50gf (LAYER PORTION)
   200±100gf (PUSH PORTION)
4. LIFE : 100,000 CYCLES